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Asteroid Fight is an online multiplayer action real-time strategy game. Use your commander with uniquely modified special
abilities, build a strong economy to be able to quickly grow a strong military so you can stand a chance against your enemies and

destroy their warp gate. Good team play, fast thinking, and rapid reactions will make the key difference in this fast paced
strategy game.

 Online Multiplayer: Play with your friends in a team and defeat others

 Fully persistent random loot system

 Special Abilities & Items: Earn XP for every played round and receive new unique items

 Commander Factory: Assemble your own unique commander

 Leveling: Fast leveling through a game

 Economy: Build bases on asteroids and support your team with a variety of specialized units

Play in online matches with your friends in a team against others. Ranked games are played 2on2 and 3on3, custom games can
be played 1on1 and up to 3on3 with bots. Different play modes like e.g. capture the flag, last man standing, etc... are planned in

the future.

You gain XP for every round of Asteroid Fight you play. When you reach a certain amount of XP you are rewarded with a
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new item. Every item has its own values and modifiers - so even if you get the same item twice, it means it will have a different
effect on your commander and furthermore, the item per se will be different!

Mounted items will grant you special abilities. For example, the warp drive will allow you to warp quickly to another location.

All items vary in their own attributes (e.g. reload time, strength, range, ...) and also modify the attributes of other items through
the four modifiers: attack, control, utility, and support.

Furthermore, with the before mentioned modifiers the hull values are altered. So if you mounted items with good support
values, for example, it means your hull's maximum health is increased and if you also mount the repair droid, it'll be able to

restore more health.

With an increasing amount of items you obtained through playing the game, your possibilities will steadily increase and
become a great way to outsmart your enemies by combining the right items.

Assemble your commander with the unique items you earned from previous battles. However, you can't mount all of your items
on your commander's hull, so choose wisely!
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There's also a different kind of XP: During a round of Asteroid Fight your team as a whole will earn XP for every kind of
activity you do - be it fighting, healing, base building, ... When your team reaches a certain amount of this XP it will LEVEL

UP as a whole, enabling everyone to choose an upgrade for one of its mounted items.
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So, if you decided to mount 3 attack items and 1 defense item, but during the battle there emerges the need for more defense,
you can still specialize more on your defense by upgrading this particular item!

Colonize asteroids and build up a strong economy that will support you and your team members with various specialized units.
Use freighters to transfer minerals from asteroids with lots of minerals to those, where you can build a giant system of factories.

The combination of a working economy and the proper utilization of your commander's unique skills is of great importance if
you want to succeed in this game!

The ultimate goal of every round is to destroy the enemy's warp gate - and to defend yours ;-)
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To get through to the warp gate, one must first pass the defense turrets and destroy the doors that prevent enemies the entrance
to the warp gate's base.

You will be able to build your own custom maps for Asteroid Fight with the popular map editor "Tiled". For more information
on how to use the map editor please find a download link and instructions in the Community hub.

Practice against AI opponents to try out game mechanics, new tactics or new items. You can use the training also to explore new
maps beforehand.
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fighter asteroid. foo fighters asteroid. asteroid fight video game. asteroid fight club. shadow fight asteroid. asteroid fight. tie
fighter asteroid

This is a great pickup-and-play game. It satisfies a primal urge that we, as humans, have to move large mounds of things. If you
find yourself lying awake at night wondering what it all means, this game is for you!

At first I was having a lot of trouble controlling my plow (I've never driven a plow before), but once I started driving on the
roads instead of through the snow I had a much easier time. I think I'll apply this lesson to my real life driving techniques as
well.

Love the music too! Good variety of tracks to keep your ears happy. The humming of your beastly plow motor can be a bit
harsh at times, but not so much that it ruins the experience.

10\/10 would plow again... wait, that's not how I meant it... I- ... I will play this game.

. Well..what can i say that isn't in other peoples reviews already? probably nothing other than , unlike a lot of Choice of Games
writers\/devs whom seem to atleast skim the steam forums the dev\/writer for this one seems to ignore theirs...though i'm also
the only one who created a post on it so..yeah...

The story itself - i haven't played for awhile i'm just making a review on a whim.

Was okay , i liked it though i felt it tried to hard to play on the cliche 'villain' school in that it made you sound like you were
training to be a villain in a movie, more than an actual 'villain'.

with frequent references to how in the firing range your goal, an that of your minions was actually to 'miss' a lot - storm trooper
style!. and most of the story seemed to not really know where it wanted to end up.

i've only played through it once..and i can't really say its teh best Choice of Games game i've played but its far from the worst. it
definitely needs some touch ups\/edits to make it stand out more, and to give you more of a "i'm a villain in training" feel.

but hopefully the writer will improve this , and add another story because all in all i did want to continue the story when it
reached the 'finished' point..which seemed a little abrupt , in that it made it sound like it was intending to continue on but...then
took me to the "enter your information to be updated of our future releases" .

so i feel that this story may have been published a little early. i do recommend it since i did enjoy it when i played\/read it. but it
definitely needs polish.. Fun for awhile but gets boring quick.. An excellent game well worth the asking price if you enjoy quake-
like FPS arena shooters. I'm not really into the CS:GO style VR games out right now, but when I tried this out I felt it was
exactly what I was looking for: fast-paced, able to leap large distances, on the fly weapon upgrades, and in-and-out 10 minute
arena matches. The shooting is accurate in VR, the graphics are good, and it has a great feel to it when you're running and
jumping around shooting others, The bots are good enough to play with, but what is seriously lacking is a playerbase, though I
have encountered other players a couple of times. The bots fill the gap between games with others, but this game will really take
off once the playerbase picks up. Bonus points for an active dev and an actually updating EA game. Highly recommended fast-
paced FPS with the hopes that the more people pick this up and get into it, the better it'll be for everyone.. It's not awful, but it's
not incredibly entertaining and it does not have a lot of content.

Unless you're getting it for a significant discount, I wouldn't consider this game worth the money. There's just not enough there..
DEFENCE DA FARM IS A GOOD GAYM CAUSE I CAN A SHOOT DA BASTARDS IN DA PEE PEE. The BEST
computer hardware training program ever.

My GTX760 evolve to GTX960 in 2 years and then evolve to GTX1060 in the next 2 years. Currently, I am training it to
RTX2060!

(~SARCASM~). Horrible and boring gameplay, horrible casual approach, intended for 12 year old girls, autistic ui and controls,
now working half of the time, working wrong the other, unlogical, poor game only for die hard fans. Another Sakura game by
Winged Cloud. One of the better ones, so... decent. The characters are interesting, the plot is... adequate (it is a Sakura game),
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and the story itself... decent enough. Azusa (the MC, so you) can end up with either Mari, her childhood friend, or Mamiko, the
object of her obsession. Or both. Frankly, I found Mari to be the more interesting love interest. Mamiko, on the other hand...
gives the game its name...

Decent enough, though perhaps you should get it on discount and/or in the bundle.. Fun game! but the story is quite short
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Fun game, i really enjoyed it. It may look childish at first (and it really is), but once you hop into the hilariousness, you're going
to enjoy the stupidity at least a bit, I can guarantee that.

I love how the game is so well made to its finest details. Graphics are so pleasing to look at and I didn't encounter a single issue
with the looks in general. It's beautiful, cute cartoon stuff.
The gameplay is great! I always loved games where you have many objects that do their very unique things. Animal Super
Squad has a LOAD of these. Vehicles are nice, very inspired by Happy Wheels, but that's not something I consider as very bad.
They are fun to play with and that's the important thing.
Even though I didn't use much of the editor, I absolutely do not overlook this feature. We need more people to express their
creativity. Sure, not the simplest editor to understand, yes. Though, it's still easily available to us, made for us, to make our ideas
come true. It really shouldn't be a forgotten thing.

There's really not much negative to talk about, seriously.

I don't like to compare games too much, but this can be considered as a cute, improved remake of Happy Wheels.
Definitely not disappointed of this investment!

SUB TO PEWDS. A great first bit to what will hopefully be a fun adventure. The storyline really got me interested and I am
eager to see more. Very entertaining!. Several things about this game defied my expectations. First of all, I expected this to be
easier. No, wait, that's not entirely accurate. I expected it to be more casual. So some challenge would still be acceptable but
perhaps without any deeper mechanics. Instead I was unpleasantly surprised by having to plan fan fetishes and by how easy it is to
run out of money or consumables. One rule which I absolutely hate is that it's necessary to have a separate "photo shoot" action to
gain fans - fans cannot be gained by actual camming! Even if this was needed for game balancing (doubtful!), it's still too
ludicrous to accept. While I appreciate them taking the time to implement all of this, it is not what I signed up for. Luckily, it's really
easy to modify the money amount, and when that's done the game becomes a most enjoyable freeform experience. Imagine up an
interesting goal or scenario and roleplay towards it.

The second thing is that I expected this to be an, ahem, full-blown porn game - very graphic. And it's not. It's surprisingly veiled and
coy and the video trailer ends up being a teaser (..okay, I'll stop). Here I accept that my expectation was unrealistic because this
came out in early 2016, which is before the beginning of the porn-on-Steam era.

On the technical front the game has some slight imperfections but I wouldn't hold them against it. The biggest of these is that
pressing ESC does not bring up the Pause menu - instead it minimizes from full screen to windowed. That's really terrible; I'm
hoping it's an inherited imperfection of their game engine and not an actual design decision! Speaking of engine, in terms of art
style the game looks like it was done in Flash but here I'm saying that in a decidedly positive fashion. All of the elements (UI,
characters, music, voice acting) click together and create a comfy atmosphere. So it might look like a Flash game but a darn fine
one. The character art and design in particular have my approval but let's leave it at that. The main menu music is 10\/10 and I'm
listening to it on a loop right now. Achievements are not random but might require a significant amount of playthroughs, which I do
not approve of.

While I did mention some negatives, the overall experience has been undoubtedly positive. I'd like to think that this game was one of
the pioneers of erotic content on Steam, chipping away at the dam which eventually gave way - and for that it has my gratitude.
Also it whetted my appetite for HuniePop, to which I'll eventually get around.. This is by far the greatest video game to ever grace
humanity, if you have a nutsack and this game is not in your steam library you should be ashamed of yourself.. PROS:

- its really a relaxing atmosphere

- the ambient looks nice

- you could fall asleep in it

CONS:

- only youtube
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- no interaction with the environment

- no updates at all

- the oven is too loud

SUGGESTIONS:

- make some things of the environment interactive

- add old cracky music tracks the grammophone.

- add some stories to books on the bookshelf

- make some switches to turn the lights off and on

as i looked in the discussions the newest article is from June 24th.

it looks like it was just made to earn quick money and then it was abandoned,
they should add a few features and do updates. why else should u pay \u20ac5,- for an environment where u just can watch
youtube?. Awesome game. Played it on 360 and bought the PC Version only to support the developer. When the One Version
releases I will buy copies for all my friends. I'm sad that this game didn't get the player base it deserves.. The author could have
charged people for the soundtrack, but I\u2019m glad they are generous enough to release it for free on Steam. Personally I would
have paid money for this if it wasn\u2019t the case.

As for the music itself you will come to recognise them if you played the game for any duration. There is nothing here that is truly
noteworthy, but it is worth saying that the tracks did a good job of setting up the atmosphere, while not being intrusive enough to
divert attention away from the game play.

I wish the tracks were at a higher bit rate, or better yet in FLAC format, but I find it hard to complain about free stuff.. Good RPG
for 5$.
Use controller for this for best experience.. Short, but fun and very high quality. If you don't mind spending £10 on a short, casual
game that took 6 years to make, go for it. Personally, I think the unique gameplay and massive amounts of effort put into hole
mechanics just about justifies the price. Just don't expect the game to be challenging: the levels are simple to solve. You'll also finish
the game in under two hours, and wish there was more in that hole.

The story is entertaining, though.

I hope you make more games, Ben Esposito!
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